AI in medical education—another grand challenge for medical informatics
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Abstract

The potential benefits of artificial intelligence in medicine (AIM) were never realized as anticipated. This paper addresses ways in which such potential can be achieved. Recent discussions of this topic have proposed a stronger integration between AIM applications and health information systems, and emphasize computer guidelines to support the new health care paradigms of evidence-based medicine and cost-effectiveness. These proposals, however, promote the initial definition of AIM applications as being AI systems that can perform or aid in diagnoses. We challenge this traditional philosophy of AIM and propose a new approach aiming at empowering health care workers to become independent self-sufficient problem solvers and decision makers. Our philosophy is based on findings from a review of empirical research that examines the relationship between the health care personnel’s level of knowledge and skills, their job satisfaction, and the quality of the health care they provide. This review supports addressing the quality of health care by empowering health care workers to reach their full potential. As an aid in this empowerment process we argue for reviving a long forgotten AIM research area, namely, AI based applications for medical education and training. There is a growing body of research in artificial intelligence in education that demonstrates that the use of artificial intelligence can enhance learning in numerous domains. By examining the strengths of these educational applications and the results from previous AIM research we derive a framework for empowering medical education and training.
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personnel and consequently raising the quality of health care through the use of advanced AI based technology. © 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Artificial Intelligence in Medicine (AIM) emerged as a research field in response to several simultaneous needs, opportunities, and interests some thirty years ago. There was an increased demand for high quality medical care at the same time as the amount of medical knowledge seemed to explode [102]. If the outcome of AIM is measured in terms of number of applications in commercial use, then the field has been unsuccessful. On the other hand, AIM has contributed to theoretical AI and cognitive science in several areas, including: knowledge acquisition, knowledge representation, reasoning, critiquing, explanation capabilities and insight into human cognitive processes in problem solving [12,61,93,105].

Although educational applications were identified as an AIM research field two decades ago [92], little interest has been paid to this area. Among the few exceptions are the well-known projects ATTENDING [75] and GUIDON [24,25]. Results from these two projects have been acknowledged more in areas outside of medicine than within the fields of AIM and computer-based education (CBE) in medicine. In particular the community of AI in education (AIEd) has recognized their ideas and further refined them.

Research in AIEd demonstrates that the use of artificial intelligence can enhance learning in numerous domains. By examining educational applications and the results from previous AIM research there is potential to derive a framework for empowering medical personnel and thereby raising the quality of health care. However, before exploring the benefits of AI in medical education (AIME) research it is important to review some of the obstacles for AIMs lack of practical success. Similarly, we will also review the types of computer applications that have traditionally been used in medical education with a critique of why they have failed. Before discussing how technology can support education and training of medical personnel we find it important to review research that examines the relationship between the health care personnel’s level of knowledge and skills, their job satisfaction, and the quality of the health care they provide. Empirical results from this review will then be integrated with the latest findings in artificial intelligence to create a plan for empowering medical personnel in problem solving through the use of technology. Finally, we will discuss how traditional AIM research also can benefit from a shift towards more focus on research within the area of AI in medical education.

Several terms are used to refer to AIEd applications. Among the most common are: intelligent computer-assisted instruction (ICAI), intelligent tutoring systems
(ITS), adaptive learning environments (ALE) and intelligent learning environments (ILE). In this paper the term ILE is used comprehensively to include computerized educational applications that employ artificial intelligence techniques (e.g. planning, student modelling, diagnosis) to provide the user with an individually adapted learning environment.

2. AIM research: the ashes

AIM research has been devoted to the development of applications that can support or perform complex medical problem solving. Often these applications are intended to manage complex problems that humans are not trained to handle. The debate as to why the promises of AIM were never fulfilled is almost as old as the history of the research field itself. Whereas other areas of science, industry, and society have adopted the contributions of AIM and then applied them to real problems with great success, the AIM community is still examining itself and asking ‘where did we fail?’, and ‘where do we go now?’ [26,32,51,61,93,105]. Within the community there is a general agreement on several reasons for the so-called lack of success. Some of these directly address the relationship between applications and their potential users, such as:

- Applications do not save the personnel time.
- Procedures for getting the needed decision support takes too long in time critical situations.
- Quality of the decision support might not be at a satisfactory level in some situations.
- Personnel do not trust the applications.
- The computer is considered as a competitor or a threat.

One proposal for addressing the causes mentioned above, as well as others, is through an integration of AIM applications with hospital information systems (HIS) [93,99,105]. The goal of this integration is to provide the health care workers with workstations which offer access to patient records, bibliographical retrievals, decision support systems and other required information through an interface consistent across the different applications that are offered. However, as both Shortliffe and Uckun note, this direction is not straight forward, partly due to the lack of a common infrastructure across the various hospitals, as well as a lack of a common standard for HISs within the health care system [93,105]. Consequently, their proposed approach relies on the attempt to standardise health care and hospital information systems, a process that while needed does not yet have a general accepted solution. Hence, we feel a need to look in other directions for the Phoenix of AIM research.

An important trend can be observed in the history of AI research. Whereas the first generation of AI applications dealt with pure problem solving, giving the users directions for what to do, today’s AI applications serve to advise the users rather than directly solve their problems. This paradigm change has also occurred within AIM where these applications are referred to as expert systems and decision support
systems, respectively [76]. More recently, research scientists within the field have advocated a new shift in the AIM research towards computerized guidelines [26,61]. This could be referred to as the third generation of AIM applications. Despite these paradigm shifts, however, the above criticisms still hold since these applications intend to solve problems for their users. Although the answers to the problems might be given as collegial advice, or guidelines, they still represent solutions to the ongoing problem solving process.

3. Addressing health care quality through health care workers and their needs

The field of AIM has accepted that decision support is, and will be, needed within most areas of medical problem solving and decision making. As society calls for cost-effectiveness, and human expertise or expert guidance are not always available, decision support systems and computerized guidelines are proposed as solutions. However, the proposed solutions are not necessarily in correspondence with the basic needs of the health care workers. A selective review of the literature related to health care workers and their performance suggests that there are several issues that can be considered when examining the needs of medical personnel. These issues are: the relationship between self-esteem, perceived self-efficacy, knowledge, skills and competence as it relates to medicine. By examining these issues we can gain a better understanding of how to use technology to enhance medical personnel’s self-efficacy.

3.1. Health care workers’ need to know

Slotnick [97] examined the relationship between Maslow’s [73] need hierarchy and how physicians learn to solve problems. Maslow’s need hierarchy consists of four levels: need for security (need for predictability in one’s life); affiliation (need to feel valued as a member of a group); self-esteem (need to feel good about oneself), and self-actualization (need to maximize one’s potential). According to Slotnick, physicians must fulfill their need for security because if they are uncertain about how to deal with a clinical problem their insecurity could lead to inefficiency. A physician wants to know what to expect and how a patient will respond to therapy. In essence, physicians would like to predict the outcome of their patient management. These needs can only be addressed by learning the appropriate skills for patient management.

Self-efficacy, or perceived self-efficacy, is another variable that has a strong influence on the quality of an individual’s performance in any domain. Bandura defined perceived self-efficacy as people’s judgments of their capabilities to conduct certain actions required for specific performances [10]. Bandura clearly states that it is not the skills one has but the judgments of what one can do that influences performance. He suggests that perceived self-efficacy can explain some of the variance between a person’s skill and the quality of their actual performance. Two individuals may have equivalent skills but achieve at different levels [9].
3.2. Job satisfaction and level of knowledge and skills

Another affective variable that has been studied in medical contexts is that of job satisfaction. Dunn and Kaynard found a significant relationship between physician’s attitudes pertaining to job satisfaction and comfort level as it applied to managing critical care patients and knowledge [33]. Essentially, job satisfaction and comfort level increased as knowledge and skills increased. This study supports the assumption that confidence and knowledge are intertwined. Affective and cognitive dimensions interact to assist the learner [65]. In a study of medical personnel’s attitudes towards job satisfaction, three variables were related positively to job satisfaction: meaningfulness of work; responsibility for outcomes of work, and; knowledge about the results of one’s work activities [3]. Individuals are most satisfied when they learn, have experienced responsibility for positive outcomes, and have performed well on meaningful tasks [50]. In a related study on the effects of job-redesign for medical laboratory personnel, personnel found jobs more enriching when there was an increase in complexity and challenge [1]. This finding is consistent with the literature on intrinsic motivation that suggests individuals are more motivated when tasks are complex and challenging [72].

Others report a strong relationship between the health care personnel’s level of knowledge and skills, their understanding of their job, their job satisfaction and the quality of the health care they provide [16,34]. The best health care is provided by those with a high level of knowledge and skills—and these same people are also those who feel most satisfied about their work.

3.3. Empowerment as a key to improving the quality of health care

When individuals are allowed to demonstrate what they know and can do they are empowered. Empowerment, as used here, refers to the ability to utilize and maximize one’s potential. Radice [86] found a relationship between nurses’ sense of empowerment and their job satisfaction. Having some control over one’s environment can increase one’s perceived self-efficacy. In a study that examined the effects of cost-effective measures in health care facilities, Fisher [39] found that nurses who were aware of the necessity for cost effective measures and were included in decisions regarding such measures, had better attitudes towards their work and were empowered to perform their jobs more effectively. Similar findings are also reported by Blaney and Hobson [17]. In another study of nursing personnel, Kivimäki, Kalimo and Lindström found that the more satisfied the personnel the better the work environment which resulted in better patient care [58]. Satisfaction was tied to their participation in the decision making process. Open lines of communication regarding decision making resulted in higher satisfaction. Inclusion in the decision making process has a strong relationship to empowerment.

In summary, the reviewed literature tells us that the health care system can best be improved by utilizing and maximizing the individual health care worker’s potential. This potential can be achieved through acknowledging the factors that have an impact on the health care workers and their performance, knowledge, and
skills. These factors are: a feeling of security in what one is doing; high self-esteem; complex and challenging tasks that require a certain degree of responsibility; satisfaction with one's work and performance; taking part in decision making; affiliation within a group; self-efficacy; self-actualization, and; positive learning outcome.

The above literature is informative for designing appropriate uses of technology in medicine. It is evident why decision support systems have not successfully empowered health care workers. These AI systems are designed to solve complex cognitive problems for their users. In so doing they also reduce some of the challenges. There is the risk that users of such systems will not be as personally engaged in the outcome of the problem and may lose motivation, attention, and understanding of the problem resolution. Such effects are obstacles to empowering personnel on-the-job and could explain the resistance against AIM applications. It is our contention that the health care system would benefit more by empowering personnel rather than providing them with canned solutions to their problems. Empowerment can increase job satisfaction of health care workers and consequently increase the quality of patient care. Our expressed claim is not a revolutionary one, but so far it has been hard to address with the current resources that are limited by economical perspectives [69]. A search for resources capable of increasing the medical personnel's level of knowledge and practical skills must, therefore, take place outside the known frontiers. The use of advanced computer-based techniques for education and training is one way to empower the medical personnel. Given the referenced literature and our discussion, an important question that should be raised within the AIM community is how can future AIM research aid the medical personnel in an empowerment process.

4. Computers in medical education

Simultaneous with the growth of AIM, more and more scientists were attracted to the field of computer-based education (CBE) in medicine [85]. The most anticipated view of this discipline is probably expressed by Henry [52] who describes the introduction of computers into medical education as the most important event in medicine together with the invention of the microscope in 1750 and the invention of the stethoscope in 1819. Although the expectations have been high, the widespread use of applications has been less than promised [11,29]. The literature also reports that sufficient evaluative data on the use of CBE applications is missing [47]. In a survey of existing CBE applications within the medical fields it was concluded that students learn as well with CBE as with traditional methods, and in some cases better [54]. Various motivations for using CBE in medical education and training are discussed in the following subsections.
4.1. Supporting problem-based learning

A Commission on Medical Education in the USA reported the future for medical education as follows in 1932:

‘The medical course cannot produce a physician. It can only provide the opportunities for a student to secure an elementary knowledge of the medical sciences and their application to health problems, a training in the methods and spirit of scientific inquiry, and the inspiration and point of view which come from association with those who are devoting themselves to education, research and practice. Medicine must be learned by the student, for only a fraction of it can be taught by the faculty. The latter makes the essential contributions of guidance, inspiration, and leadership in learning. The student and the teacher, not the curriculum, are the crucial elements in the educational program.’

From [101] p. 1173. Original in [87].

These statements have since been accepted by individuals and organisations such as the American Association of Medical Colleges, which in 1984, arranged a project panel on the general education of physicians. Their report claimed that medical schools should reduce their dependence on lectures as the principal method of teaching, and should increase activities that provide students with more opportunities for independent learning and problem solving [77]. So far little has been done to change the education in correspondence with the suggestions. The structure of medical education still consists primarily of lectures in which a procession of teachers relate large quantities of curriculum material to a passive student audience [11]. Medical education, in this case, is teacher-centered as opposed to learner-centered.

Medical education does not end with receiving the MD diploma. Rather it is a lifelong process to maintain knowledge, competence, and skills [11,13,43]. Bashook defines the period after post-graduate medical education until retirement from medical practice as continuing medical education (CME) [13]. Physicians are conservative learners in that during medical school and residency training they develop lifelong habits for acquiring knowledge. Their passive style of teacher-centered learning as described above is further promoted during the more formal parts of CME where most programmes are designed as one-way communication from the expert lecture to the physician learner. Bashook comments: ‘The traditional idealized portrait of CME resembles classroom instruction in grade schools.’ [[13], p. 23]. Barnett claims that with the medical curriculum growing in quantity as well as in complexity, the information presented has far outstripped the ability of students to passively absorb the knowledge [11]. In answer to these identified weaknesses in the traditional educational approach (lectures and text books), problem-based learning has been accepted to be of uttermost importance as an aid in medical education [11,60,112]. The claim is that medical students should have the opportunity to practice problem solving and hypothesis testing from their earliest days of professional education [11].
However, traditional problem-based learning, which is learner-centered, is not without its opponents. Stillman and Hanshaw’s main criticism of the problem-based learning approach is its intensive personnel requirements [100]. Their criticism is based on the implementation of the approach using human teachers and tutors, which is more time intensive than traditional classroom lectures. A CBE system can realize problem-based learning and at the same time relieve some of the burden placed on the faculty [69]. This view is shared by others who argue for computer implemented applications as excellent remedies to support the problem-based learning approach at various levels within the medical disciplines [11,60].

4.2. Individual and interactive learning

Another motivation for using CBE in medical education and training is to provide opportunities for active (as in problem-based) versus passive (as in didactic) learning. CBE has the ability to provide students with an interactive learning environment which can be individualized according to the students needs and abilities [4]. The approach can be tailored so that students take an active role in their own learning [15,52,85]. Furthermore, a multi-sensory and stimulating environment capitalizes on individual differences in learning styles [52]. With all the senses engaged the student will increase her attention and participation in the learning process, thereby improving the likelihood of knowledge acquisition.

A study conducted by the evidence-based care resource group examined this question with regard to improving physicians’ diagnostic performance [81]. They found that individualized feedback is a critical factor in helping physicians make performance changes. Feedback must be adaptive to each individual’s situation. The most powerful educational finding is that one-on-one tutoring is the most effective instructional method for most people [18]. An abundance of psychological literature suggests that there is not one instructional strategy that is beneficial for all students [30] but that aptitude, affect, and learning variables must be considered in tandem when making decisions regarding individualized feedback [98]. Appropriate feedback helps learners monitor and assess their own effectiveness, which is essential for life-long learning.

4.3. Patient safety and student freedom

When problem-based learning is applied in a natural clinical environment (on-the-job-training) the patient plays a central role. This approach usually entails having an experienced physician support the student as he treats the patient, however, the situation can prove unpleasant and possibly endanger the patient. A computer simulation of this same patient would give students opportunities to practice problem-based learning without danger to real patients [11,69].

Barnett describes the advantages of a simulated model of the patient in more detail [11]. Given that the simulation is realistic the student can: observe the model in a variety of states; introduce different interventions and; learn by performing ‘what-if?’ experiments [41]. Learning can take place in a safe environment where the
4.4. Resource restrictions

Effective medical education requires the availability of certain resources, such as good teachers for classroom lectures, demonstrations of different techniques or medical equipment, supervision during practical problem solving, and, other situations where help, advice, feedback, explanations or other information is needed [87]. Further, certain fields within medical education require the use of expensive technical equipment such as MRI and CT scanners. Finally, the availability of the desired patients can also be defined as an important resource for education.

If one looks at the quality of the teachers as a resource influencing medical education, then there are those who claim that there is a limitation in the pedagogical quality of the traditional classroom medical education [11,27], and that approaches from CBE often provide better education [53]. However, an argument like this can not be generalized as it strongly depends on the evaluated teachers and the quality of an available CBE system in the given domain. Barnett presents a more acceptable view when he claims that CBE systems have their biggest potential in medical education when used to supplement the regular curricular materials [11].

CBE systems are always accessible whereas teachers or supervisors are not. Billings takes this argument beyond the 24 h accessibility as he claims that with a CBE system available, the teacher has more time for individualized help to those students requiring special support [15]. Furthermore, Billings also argues that the ‘all-day-availability’ of CBE systems leads to time efficiency since the health care personnel can use these systems to increase their levels of skills and knowledge in their spare time during their shift work.

Students need to be exposed to a variety of cases and problems in order to develop general proficiency. Consequently, parts of medical education deals with clinical training involving actual patients. Some cases or problems will, however, occur too seldom for the student to become familiar with them. Others might not occur at all during a clinical training period, or the student might be away from the unit when a rare case occurs. The CBE approach provides the student with the opportunity to encounter whatever case or problem desired, whenever it is convenient [85]. Furthermore, a computer curriculum can be established to expand the range of student experience by providing a set of standardized problems of increasing difficulty, including rare cases as well as an abundance of cases on which students need more practice.

Lillehaug [69,70] examined the quality of supervision in practical clinical work during specialist education in ventilator therapy of nurses and physicians. His findings replicated the above findings regarding weaknesses in the traditional education: specialist demonstrations are often given without deep explanation; the candidates are seldom required to explain their problem solving; eventual feedback from the specialist on candidate problem solving is of varying quality; rarely
occurring cases on which further practice is desired are seldom encountered. Lillehaug concludes that these are problems that can be addressed with appropriately designed computer tools.

4.5. A tool for life long learning

The medical field is an area with an exploding amount of new knowledge. More than 600,000 articles are published in the biomedical literature every year and scientific information is increasing at the rate of 13% each year [11,85]. According to Barnett [11], this has placed impossible time demands on the curriculum—in quantity and complexity—with the information to be learned outstripping the ability of students to absorb scientific knowledge.

With medicine as inherently a problem solving activity, in which efficiency and effectiveness are strongly dependent on one’s ability to access a vast knowledge base, Barnett proposes the computer as an aid to navigate through this overwhelming amount of information [11]. The Internet and it’s World Wide Web has been proposed as an answer to Barnett’s proposal of easy accessibility and navigation [71]. The arguments of Barnett are expanded by those who suggest the introduction of CBE in medical education as a first step to providing medical personnel with a tool to promote their role as lifelong learners [52,60]. Learning does not end when one graduates but rather is cultivated throughout a lifetime. Education should consider providing learners with the appropriate tools for continuing their learning outside of school [89]. Taken in the context of medical education and the use of computers, learners can come to view the computer as an efficient knowledge mediator that they can use in various contexts.

4.6. Why computer-based education has not succeeded

Given the excitement about the potential benefits of computers to medical education, a natural question to ask is why has this potential not been achieved? In answering this question we review the literature specific to the traditional use of computers in medical education.

The literature on the traditional uses of computers in medicine is filled with a plethora of educational terms that lack precision. The same terms are used by different people to mean different things. As an example, applications intended for instructional use are referred to as training systems, while applications based on principles of training are referred to as learning systems and vice versa. This confusion might be related to Jelovsek, Catanzarite, Prince and Stull’s discussion of teaching and learning principles in medical CBE [55]. In this paper they claim that educational theories are missing in most of the existing applications. They also claim that the CBE applications will improve considerably in acceptability, instructional efficacy, and ultimate commercial success, by incorporating established principles from educational theories. Although their paper was meant to describe the state of the art in 1989, their claim is still valid as expressed through a recent editorial in the Journal of the American Medical Informatics Association [43]. In
this editorial Friedman and Dev describe the educational and medical informatics communities as largely separate. Furthermore, they argue for a need to bring these communities together in order to strengthen medical education, training, and practice.

Another limitation can be found in the traditional CBEs limitations in addressing the complexity of medicine, both with respect to medical knowledge representation as well as knowledge-based strategies among the medical personnel. Jennet describes the medical profession as a specialty that represents the mastery of a specialized, theoretical body of knowledge, and further on, how to apply this knowledge in a practical clinical setting [56]. Individuals have difficulties in both the application and transfer of theoretical knowledge acquired in one special context to a different context or purpose [38]. The complexity of medicine, representation of its knowledge and strategies for how to use this knowledge, gets even more complex when the differences between novices and experts are introduced.

Patel and colleagues have conducted several studies on differences in the use of knowledge and information relevant to clinical work among novices and experts. In a discussion of their experiences from this research they distinguish between four levels of clinical problem solving classified by knowledge and skills: novice students; intermediates; subexperts, and; experts [84]. Experts have specialized domain knowledge and generate an accurate diagnosis early in the processing of a case. Irrelevant information is quickly filtered out. Subexperts on the other hand, who hold generic knowledge of a domain, but inadequate specialized knowledge, generate the correct diagnosis later in the process. This is explained by their inability to eliminate inaccurate diagnoses. Intermediates who are in the process of building up generic knowledge are caught in a state where they try to utilize more knowledge than both the novices and the experts. Naturally they tend to persevere in reasoning about irrelevant findings when dealing with a problem case in an attempt to integrate textbook knowledge and recently acquired clinical experiences. Finally, there are novice students who have no self-taught knowledge and no training in the domain. The novices tend to represent problem information in the most prototypical form (i.e. textbook examples) [83]. They generate their hypothesis for a diagnosis at an early stage and tend to ignore inconsistent or contradictory information that does not fit their interpretation of the case.

Patel et al.’s description of medical expert problem solving is similar to the general view of naturalistic decision making (NDM) presented by Klein [59]. Here, the ideal decision maker within a complex area that is overloaded by information is characterized by her capabilities to quickly ignore irrelevant information, generate a hypothesis, run an internal simulation on the hypothesis, and, turn it into a decision if the simulation predicts an acceptable result. Notice that Klein’s definition of acceptable result does not mention an optimal result. NDM theory has been described as the new generation of decision research [80]. According to NDM researchers the old theory of decision making, referred to as classical decision theory (CDT), describes the abstract ideal hypothetical decision maker that takes uncertainty, risk, and utilization into consideration when making the optimal decision among several alternative hypothesis [14]. Beach and Lipshitz argue that CDT has little relevance to real-world decisions.
The NDM theory aims to explain how proficient decision makers make their decisions within complex domains such as medicine [59,88]. In doing so the theory provides guidelines for how to behave as a proficient decision maker. However, the NDM community does not discuss how to acquire proficient decision making skills. Learning the principles of the NDM theory is definitely not enough to achieve proficiency within a complex domain like medicine. Here, expertise is considered a result of a highly developed knowledge base as well as highly automated skills that are developed over years of practice [84]. Although one of the main themes among NDM researchers is to criticize CDT, there are exceptions such as the thoughts expressed by Rasmussen [88]. Rasmussen actually claims that CDT can be well suited to teach novices rational decision strategies. CDT is well suited for introducing novices to their profession and helping them develop a solid foundation which is needed for developing their expertise.

The view of several levels of clinical problem solving presented by Patel et al. [84] and the idea of using classical decision theory when teaching novices, as expressed by Rasmussen [88], lead us to the work of White and Frederiksen [110]. White and Frederiksen showed that expert problem solving knowledge to be learned through a computer-based application, is best represented as a series of models that capture the progression from novice to expert reasoning. Traditional CBE techniques fail to address this requirement for two reasons. First, they lack a foundation in cognitive science and artificial intelligence which is of uttermost importance when adapting computer-based techniques to modelling medical disciplines [37]. Without such a foundation Evans points to a modelling gap between actual medical information and the models of such information that are encoded in the applications [37]. This modelling gap will affect the quality of the application. Second, to address the individual needs of learners through a computer-based applications that can capture the progression through different models of problem solving from novice to expert, these applications must be based on techniques driven by cognitive science and AI. Traditional CBE techniques do not provide the necessary functionalities to facilitate the requirements of individualization [96,109].

5. AI in medical education: phoenix ascending

ATTENDING [75] and GUIDON [24,25] projects have been mentioned as notable exceptions of AIM research in that they addressed educational issues. Several AIM applications do, however, claim that they can be used as aids for education, instruction, or training. It is more or less a rule that a paper describing an AIM application ends up with the sentence: ‘In addition, application X can be used for training’. These educational claims are usually connected to the availability of explanation facilities that can be accessed while working with a patient—facilities that the users seldom have time to access in front of their patient, nor afterwards. Furthermore, as long as traditional AIM systems are not in regular use, these educational facilities are of no practical value. In addition, the educational aspects of such applications must be taken for what they were implemented as—a
side product with no foundation in educational theory. Finally, this method of adopting AI to medical education has ignored the experiences of the GUIDON project.

GUIDON adapted AI for medical education by building an intelligent tutoring system using MYCIN’s knowledge-base and explanation mechanisms [24]. This method proved inefficient since the rules were hard to understand and remember, and furthermore, left no consideration for a student who reasons in a different way than the expert rules [83,84]. Consequently, MYCIN was reconfigured into NEOMYCIN and GUIDON into GUIDON2 [24,25]. Through this reconfiguration process it was possible to establish a model of diagnostic thinking, whereby several levels of clinical problem solving were identified supporting other literature regarding levels of expertise [83,84,110].

Ironically, the ATTENDING (critiquing expert systems) and GUIDON projects have had more impact on research within the field of AI in Education than within AIM. Whereas the AIM community keeps on struggling in how to construct applications for widespread use, the AIEd community have managed to construct their successful ILEs. These applications are based on platforms founded by educational theories, cognitive science and AI. Furthermore, the AIEd community partly represents an interdisciplinary answer to Friedman and Dev’s proposal of joining forces between education and medical informatics [43]. In the following sections successful ILE projects from other complex domains are described. The successes of these stories are attributed to the connections that they make between cognitive science, artificial intelligence, and education. These connections are detailed and illustrated by exemplars from medical education.

5.1. Exemplary approaches to AI in education

ILEs have been successfully built and evaluated in other areas of diagnosis, i.e. avionics troubleshooting. One example is SHERLOCK which provides a safe and efficient environment where avionics technicians can learn and practice troubleshooting procedures for dealing with problems associated with an F-15 manual avionics test station [63,66]. This ILE was developed in response to the observation that first term airmen had difficulty applying their schooled knowledge of basic electronics to the on-the-job troubleshooting of complex equipment. Trainees who spent 20–25 h working with SHERLOCK were as proficient in troubleshooting the test station as technicians who had been on the job 4 years or longer [78]. These are remarkable findings. The success of SHERLOCK can be attributed in part to providing airmen with a safe, coached environment in which to practice difficult troubleshooting procedures. Coaching is made possible by the development of appropriate cognitive models of skilled (expert) and less skilled airmen’s (novice) problem solving skills. Users were presented a standardized curriculum of complex problems that would be dangerous to perform unassisted in the real world, but safe in the coached ILE. Airmen were empowered to test their hypotheses and were given assistance when needed. Extensive cognitive task analyses were performed prior to the development of SHERLOCK in an attempt to represent the knowledge
and problem-solving skills that learners would need to succeed [66]. A cognitive apprenticeship model [28,63] was used to design SHERLOCK, whereby novices were provided with individualized feedback that would help them overcome learning impasses in the context of problem solving.

The Recovery Boiler Tutor, RBT, is another ILE success story [114]. RBT trains operators to diagnose and troubleshoot situations arising in a pulp and paper mill. It was built in response to the excessive number of accidents and explosions in these mills. One indicator of RBT’s success is that US insurance companies do not sell insurance to mills unless their operators are trained on RBT [113]. The success of RBT can be attributed to high levels of practice of complex problem solving in a safe simulated setting. Both SHERLOCK and RBT were developed based on the needs of on-the-job training. Medical applications could be developed to meet these needs as well.

5.2. At the crossroads of cognitive science, artificial intelligence, and education

As with any other discipline, medical educators have the burden of keeping up with the constant flow of new information in their domains, along with trying to find ideal ways of communicating such information to their students. It seems appropriate to suggest the need for inter-disciplinary communication at this point as a mechanism for ensuring that medical knowledge is imparted based on current pedagogical theories as well as cognitive theories regarding how students best learn. Such a mechanism might make it easier to implement Evan’s recommendations [37] for merging cognitive and artificial intelligence techniques in a manner that will best represent medical knowledge to the user in question.

If one purpose of AIM is to promote human acquisition of knowledge in various medical domains, then the field of cognitive science can inform this practice. Cognitive science offers several methodological tools that can serve to elicit the types of knowledge needed to learn in specific situations. One technique for doing so is a cognitive task analysis of the domain in question [66]. A cognitive task analysis consists of several steps where the goal is to identify the most difficult aspects of job performance in a specific domain and then study what differentiates the most from the least competent individuals in terms of the types of goal, prerequisite knowledge, actions, results, and interpretation involved in solving the task in question. Identifying the different levels of expertise or proficiency in a domain is a first step in designing the effective use of technology for instructional purposes. The cognitive task analysis provides the AI designer with the appropriate content knowledge that needs to be modelled and also provides the designer with the tools for establishing an appropriate user model of the types of performance skills that will be modelled using the computer. Once proficiency levels are identified in a domain, benchmarks of appropriate performance within a problem solving domain can be established and feedback can be designed that is adaptive to these different levels of proficiency.

There is a large body of literature on expertise that suggests that experts, in various domains, are more similar to one another than different. Although the
definition of expertise is tied to specific domain knowledge (experts excel mainly in their own domains), Glaser and Chi synthesized the literature and found common principles of expertise that differentiate them from novices [45], i.e. experts are able to perceive large meaningful patterns in their domains; they have higher memory recall and recognition of such patterns; they are faster at performing skills and with little error; they are better able to see the deeper principles that underlie a problem rather than superficial features; they spend more time analyzing a problem qualitatively before attempting to solve the problem, and; they are more aware of their own strengths and weaknesses when attempting a problem in that they know when they have made an error or when they do not understand something (self-monitoring or metacognitive skills).

These principles of expertise can be used to design appropriate instructional systems as well as guide the dynamic assessment of emerging competence within a field [46]. Assessment can serve two purposes: one as a means of providing individualized feedback to the learner, and two; to provide opportunities for learners to monitor their own progress. As we saw above, a major component of expertise is the ability to identify when an error or lack of comprehension occurs. It is the premise of this paper that AIME can empower users to become independent, self-directed learners where the computer serves as a tool for acquiring new knowledge and stimulating learning rather than a tool that provides all the answers. Learning is not an all or nothing phenomenon and thus a learner cannot be told the correct answer and expected to understand its meaning. Learning is an active process rather than a passive one [94] and hence AIME should promote the active process of constructing meaning. The cognitive literature has shown that individuals differ in the types of cognitive processes they possess. The educational psychology literature demonstrates that there is not one form of instruction that is optimal for all [30]. Instruction must be adapted to these learner differences. This is where cognition and instruction must be examined simultaneously when designing for AIME.

In understanding how people learn, instruction and training can be designed that optimizes learning in specific domains. There are several learning models or frameworks that may be appropriate for AIME (see [57] for an extensive summary of 50 major theories of learning and instruction). One example is the cognitive apprenticeship (CA) model [28]. In a traditional apprenticeship such as tailoring, the apprentice or novice learns from the master (the expert) [64]. The novice may start with smaller tasks such as hemming a pair of pants before cutting a suit pattern. Novices watch experts and learn from them through their assistance. A CA model is more formalized than traditional apprenticeship as it applies to cognitive skills as opposed to physical skills. Taking medicine as an example, residents learn from master physicians in an apprenticeship setting where they learn skills in a contextualized manner. However, experts often have difficulty articulating their knowledge to novices since their knowledge is compiled into large chunks of information, resulting in an expert’s inability to decompile the knowledge and explain their problem solving skills [5]. The CA model gives a framework that can be used to help make experts explicit about their content knowledge. Cognitive task
analyses methods, described above, are used to identify competency in specific domains. Once the content knowledge is understood there are specific instructional methods that can be used to promote learning. Expert strategies can be modelled to the learner, and novices can receive coaching or feedback when they do not understand what they have observed. Novices are scaffolded through the use of feedback that is designed to fit that individual’s needs. AI is particularly useful to this model since the computer can have a user model that identifies the level of assistance needed (see [49,106,107] for state-of-the-art presentations of student/user modelling). Once users demonstrate that they can perform a task on their own then the scaffolding is faded. Novices must demonstrate their understanding in some manner, either through performance or articulating their understanding. Computer tools create representations of the learners’ thinking processes thereby encouraging novices to monitor their own progress. Several exemplars of this approach are described below.

Another theory that seems appropriate to AIM is situated learning theory. Greeno suggests that thinking best occurs in the situations or contexts in which one uses one’s knowledge [48]. In medicine, situating learning in the context in which it would be used is crucial. Many have found that knowledge that is not used is forgotten [111]. It is quite likely that when students take 5 years of basic science followed by clinical practice that much of the knowledge acquired previously is lost. Just as airmen in the SHERLOCK example had difficulty applying their schooled knowledge to practice in the shop, physicians may have difficulty applying basic science to clinical practice. Learning that is contextualized is less likely to be forgotten. Thus, opportunities to learn basic sciences and clinical skills hand-in-hand could result in more connected knowledge structures and better recall and practice.

Such opportunities are provided in the projects described below, where problem solving opportunities are presented in the form of cases where diagnoses must be made, actions must be performed to confirm diagnoses, and appropriate treatments must be performed.

5.3. Exemplary approaches to AI in medical education

5.3.1. The cardiac tutor

Eliot et al. [35,36] have developed and evaluated an intelligent simulation-based tutor for Advanced Cardiac Life Support (ACLS). This tutor was tested with fourth year medical students and found to increase their learning and decrease their anxiety. The tutor was available to students before, during, and after a course on ACLS, thereby providing students with practice opportunities while they learned from more didactic forms of instruction. Through the combination of knowledge-based simulation and planning techniques the Cardiac Tutor has the capability to present students with various problem situations. The system monitors the student’s performance during the simulation and can at any time present the student with her performance summary. This evaluation process is a part of the student modelling mechanism, which is also used to decide on which topic the students need more
practice. With the next topic decided by the student model, the Cardiac Tutor can drive the simulation into the appropriate problem state. Thus, the system ensures that the students are trained according to their individual needs. The evaluation of the Cardiac Tutor has been formative, but since a system is now in place more formal evaluations could be conducted. One reason for the success of this project is that it follows the situated learning model described above. Medical students are situated in a simulated emergency room where they must treat patients as they would in a real emergency situation. Hence, students acquire knowledge in the context of problem solving. They learn what the outcomes of their actions have on patients. Students are active learners who apply their basic science knowledge in real settings. Furthermore, students see the consequences of their actions and reflect on the appropriateness of their problem solving strategies in the context of each simulation. Active learning will make physicians more secure in their actions [97]. The Cardiac Tutor exemplifies how training in medical problem solving and decision making can be fostered in a safe simulated setting, empowering learners in the process of patient management.

5.3.2. SAFARI project

SAFARI is a large interdisciplinary project that is using AI and Education techniques applied to training [44]. Several applications are under development in this project, also within medical domains. One of them is a simulation based ILE for medical students and staff in the surgical intensive care unit [2,62]. This ILE is well grounded in educational and cognitive theories. Cognitive task analyses of the domain were conducted and used to design the SICU computer-learning environment. The analyses of expert medical personnel revealed the types of learning strategies used to diagnostically reason in this domain. The design of the tutor involved the development of an effective problem space of the domain [67] where both novice and expert paths to solving problems were viable options for exploration. These analyses were used to generate appropriate placement of feedback that would assist learners in reflecting on their solutions. Furthermore, students are encouraged to reflect on their medical diagnoses, their plans and their actions through a reflection graph that is designed to make learners explicitly confirm their plans and actions in the context of diagnoses. Multiple solution paths exist and students have control over their learning and are empowered to make their own decisions. A problem-based approach to instruction is used where novices solve patient cases using the computer-based-learning environment. Currently, several pedagogical strategies are used to design the system, including cognitive apprenticeship models, situated learning models, and collaborative learning models. The curriculum contextualizes the clinical experience. Furthermore, an authoring tool has been created that will facilitate curriculum and course building in these sorts of ILEs [79]. The next step is to formally evaluate the effectiveness of three pedagogical strategies: discovery mode; guided mode, and; demonstration, on novice medical personnel.
5.3.3. Developments in computer-based learning environment for radiology

There has been extensive work in the field of ILEs for MRI [90] and CT imaging [104] by a research group at the University of Sussex. The group has identified and implemented strategies for tutoring residents about neurological disorders. Their approach to instruction includes statistical based principles and a structured image description language for tutoring residents about radiological image interpretation and diagnosis of cerebral diseases [103]. A structured curriculum has been established that leads residents through a set of patient problems that have similarities, thereby encouraging near transfer of learning. A student modelling approach is used to tutor students when difficulties occur. Tutoring feedback is based on an analysis of expert radiologists’ teaching strategies. The pairing of AI and cognitive science is apparent in this work as evidenced by the analyses of expert strategies and methods of encouraging the transfer of learning from one situation to the next situation.

Several other studies have tried to incorporate the use of computers for radiology instruction. Shaw, Azevedo and Bret designed and evaluated the effectiveness of six hypermedia instructional modules for radiology residents as compared to traditional lectures [91]. Overall they found no significant differences in learning through hypermedia or learning through lecture. However, there was one notable exception. One hypermedia module produced greater learning outcomes than a traditional lecture. In exploring what was different in this module the authors identified that the module was highly visual in nature in that it illustrated digitized video clips and animations of basic medical physics principles. Azevedo, Lajoie and Bret built on this finding and explored ways of utilizing visual strategies in computer based radiology instruction more effectively [6]. Novice radiology residents have difficulty selecting the relevant visual information from the irrelevant. Experts on the other hand have well developed visual schemas that are attached to diagnostic interpretations [68]. In addition to examining the perceptual factors that influence learning, the pedagogical aspects of teaching residents to reason diagnostically by performing an analysis of the authentic teaching rounds of radiologists and residents in the context of reading mammograms has been carried out [7]. From this analysis a set of pedagogical principles have been identified regarding how expert radiologists teach novices. These principles were then used to design the RadTutor [8]. A prototype exists and will be evaluated in the near future. Once again, the cognitive apprenticeship model helps to establish and identify what, where, and how to provide appropriate levels of feedback to learners.

5.3.4. InforMed breast disease

The InforMed Breast Disease project is a multi-media approach to teach third year medical students about breast disease in an integrated manner [19]. The traditional path to learning about breast disease is to learn the related basic science knowledge, such as anatomy, histology, pathology, etc. and subsequently apply such knowledge to practice in a clinical setting where decisions must be made regarding patient care. The InforMed project provides opportunities for students to learn basic science issues along with simulated practice opportunities for using their
newly acquired knowledge in an on-line breast clinic. A multi-disciplinary approach was used to design this project. Experts in content, pedagogy, computer programming and learning were consulted. The result is an authentic learning environment for students to construct new knowledge, and apply such knowledge in a diagnostic setting where decisions are made about patient management. Furthermore, students take an active part in decision making thereby increasing their satisfaction with their work. The quality and type of feedback in the InforMed project is extensive and individualized based on student actions. Individualization is further supported by multiple modes of feedback: textual, auditory and visual.

5.3.5. Intelligent learning environment for ventilator therapy (ILE-VT)

Ventilator therapy is a complex medical field where the therapy itself, as well as the education and the training within the discipline, are all considered as tasks that can be significantly improved with respect to quality [69]. The design of ILE-VT follows a general framework for ILE design described by AI in Education researchers [21,31]. In its pre-project [69,70], a requirements analysis for the ILE-VT based on the cognitive apprenticeship model [22,28], has resulted in the identification of 43 functional requirements. These requirements have further been used to specify the conceptual architecture of the ILE-VT.

The ILE-VT’s conceptual architecture facilitates the capability to combine features such as open-ended exploration in an interactive simulation, with an intelligent tutoring environment that provides support such as diagnostic feedback, explanation and coaching—all through a scaffolding mechanism. In addition, problems are sequenced according to the learner’s evolving mental model [110], thereby addressing the view of several levels of medical problem solving as expressed by Patel et al. [83,84]. Central techniques in supporting the conceptual architecture are representation of domain and pedagogical knowledge, knowledge-based simulation, critiquing expert systems, instructional planning, and student modelling. Through the integration of these approaches and techniques, the ILE-VT can also be described as a on-the-job situated training system. The ILE-VT project is currently in its implementation phase.

5.4. Bypassing the obstacles

Since medical ILEs are partly founded on the field of AIM, such research might be met by the same criticism as traditional AIM research. The following section demonstrates that the arguments against clinical use of AIM applications, as listed in Section 2, are no longer valid when the users are addressed in educational and training situations.

- The applications do not save the personnel time.

The principle of productivity calls for efficient use of the work time. This means that a new approach to accomplish a task should at least be as efficient as its precursor. Decision support systems used in clinical settings do not meet this requirement yet. High-quality ILEs, on the other hand, have the potential to promote more efficient learning and training than what is possible with today’s
traditional methods (see descriptions of Sherlock and RBT). Consequently, less
time is needed for education and training, and the principle of productivity is met.

* Procedures for getting the needed decision support takes too long in time critical
  situations.

As opposed to a clinical setting where time might be crucial, and decisions must
be taken within seconds, this limitation has no effect in an educational setting. The
possibilities of adjusting the time dimension in, for example, a simulation, will give
additional benefits as the user can slow down the simulation in situations where
extra information or support is required, or even halt it—and similarly run faster
through situations where nothing happens. In the latter case it is possible to run
through a several-days case in one session.

* The personnel do not trust the applications, *and*

* The quality of the decision support might not be at a satisfactory level in some
  situations.

In an educational setting errors can be accepted (feedback should, however, be
given back to the designers to eliminate any occurring errors). On the other hand,
errors can not be accepted as a general rule, otherwise medical ILEs have no future.
Through the combination of on-line tutors, alternative hypothesis, explanations
facilities, and, discussions with colleagues or supervisors, the user has opportunities
to test out the correctness of the presented information.

* The computer is considered as a competitor or a threat.

In an educational setting the reverse is true. The application is considered as the
source of new knowledge and as an aid in raising one’s skills and competence. This
is opposed to more traditional AIM applications where the user feels left out of the
decision making.

In summary, an ILE affects its users differently than a decision support system.
Where the decision support system is met by criticism related to the relationship
between the user and the application, the ILE can turn the same criticism into an
appraisal. Another issue is that whereas the traditional style of AIM applications
looks on the quality aspect of medicine from a perspective that ignores the human
needs, ILE’s are there to encourage independence, whereby learners become self-
sufficient at problem solving, learn to monitor their own performance, and through
their mastery gain confidence and self-esteem. Thus, the question of improved
quality in health care is addressed through the needs and potentials of the health
care personnel.

We do, however, want to stress the fact that in order to reach this success, the
applications must be based on established educational theories, cognitive tasks
analysis have to play a major role in the design process, and, the implementation
has to rely on AI techniques with respect to issues such as multiple representations
of domain knowledge, pedagogical knowledge, student modelling and instructional
planning. This integrated approach to designing effective uses of technology is best
served by forming interdisciplinary teams of experts, i.e. medical domain and
teaching experts, cognitive scientists, educators, computer scientists—and learners.
6. AIMing for AIME

Although we have argued for more focus on educational applications within the AIM research field, there is still a need for the traditional AIM research—especially within domains where human problem solving and decision making is proven to be insufficient, or in situations where the information overload requires intelligent ways of information organisation and presentation. However, for these systems to gain any practical impact they will have to address the needs of their users—and not only the isolated question of quality in decision support. In other words, the AIM community must go beyond a decision support philosophy, whereby the gaps in human expertise are filled in by the computer. Joint emphasis must be placed on decision support and the promotion towards independent and self-sufficient problem solving. That is, although these applications are implemented to replace missing expertise—primary consideration should be given to the promotion of self-reflection and independent problem solving and decision making. We will return to a discussion for how to facilitate this change later.

The sub discipline of AIME will benefit from a strong and active AIM research community investigating the traditional AIM research questions in search of better solutions. Improved techniques for knowledge representation and better ways to model medical problem solving are just a couple of examples of AIM research issues that are of uttermost importance for the success of AIME. Similarly, traditional AIM research will also benefit from a strong AIME research field in tight connection with the frontline of the AI in Education research community.

One of the problems of AIM research has been the lack of acceptance from the medical field, resulting in the development of techniques that seldom are put to use and tested in routine clinical practice. As a consequence, valuable feedback from users’ experiences are missing in the further refinement of these techniques. By applying the techniques developed by AIM researchers to AIME applications, the techniques will have a better chance of being field tested by actual users. Consequently, the feedback that is needed from regular usage can be obtained and fed into the further refinement process of the different techniques. Where the actual refinement process takes place is of minor interest. The importance is that there is good communication and exchange of ideas and experiences taking place between the different research communities involved.

We have already criticized the AIM community for their standard claim ‘that application X can also be used for educational purposes’. This is, however, an area where traditional AIM research can gain tremendous benefits from an open communication with the other two research disciplines and thereby address our proposal for a change in philosophy. There is great potential for promoting learning from on-the-job training where the actual job setting includes the usage of a decision support system. In order for this process to be successful, it has to be addressed from a theory based perspective. In practice this means that for a decision support system to have any significant educational effect, the design process of its educational facilities has to take into consideration the experiences gained from the research disciplines where such know-how exists.
Adaptivity is another research issue mentioned but not adequately addressed by the AIM community. Different users have different needs and preferences with respect to how much information to present, when to present it, and how to present it. The practical effect of this is that if someone feels that too much time is wasted on unnecessary information, or the information is presented in a way that they do not understand, or they feel that it takes too long to get to the essential information — then they will avoid using the application as it does not serve their needs.

For an application to address these problems it must be able to reason about each individual user's needs and preferences. This means that the application must have facilities for modelling user behavior. Traditional AIM research does not touch this issue. Having one interface for the nurses and another one for the physicians is not about adaptivity. It is advisable that instead of starting from scratch, AIM researchers should look into the research disciplines of student and user modelling and build further on the results gained here within adaptivity, individualized tailoring and user modelling [49, 106, 107]. These research questions have played a major part in AIEd research over the last 20 years. Although the situations of decision support and learning might be slightly different, the principles and techniques for how to reason about user's behavior, knowledge and preferences will be the same. Furthermore, this merging research issue of adaptivity will play a central role in our proposal for decision support to empower the users towards independent problem solving and decision making. A decision support system that aims at an educational outcome must be able to tailor its advice giving and instructional feedback to individuals. An obvious analogy here is the experienced specialist, supervisor, and chief physician who while conducting patient rounds with residents tailors her explanations, advice, feedback, and questions to the resident's specific needs. In doing so, she also continuously updates her belief models of each of her staff. Within the walls of the hospital the specialists are not only the experts who provide the answers, they are also the teachers. The AIM community has forgotten to acknowledge this side of a specialist's responsibilities.

Fig. 1 summarizes the findings and ideas discussed in this section and illustrates the co-operation required between the involved research disciplines in order to meet the real demands of the health care system. Being a merging sub-discipline of AIEd and AIM, AIME has to keep a strong connection to both these research communities. With respect to AIEd, there must be an active communication between the two disciplines to ensure an exchange of state of the art research findings and ideas. Addressing medical domains with AI techniques, AIME will benefit from a strong AIM research community and vice-versa. AIM will benefit from testing their techniques out on real users and thereby gaining access to valuable feedback from in-use situations. Over time the more traditional side of AIM research will have to change its focus towards the philosophy of empowerment. This requires a transfer of experiences from the AIEd and AIME communities as illustrated in Fig. 1.

When using advanced technology to address education and training there will always be a danger that the fundamental research questions are forgotten in the shine of new technology. Notable researchers within the fields of AIEd [20] and medical cognition [82] have in recent keynote addresses at major AIEd and Medical
Informatics conferences, respectively, pointed to this problem, arguing against the technology escape away from the real educational issues. Their advice is that if one wants to implement good learning within a domain, then one has to start by stepping back to analyze what has been effective before. New technologies such as interactive CD-ROMs and the Internet and its World Wide Web might help us on the way to new solutions, but they will never be the sole answer. This once again brings us back to the necessity of interdisciplinary research fields working together to solve common or related research goals as illustrated in Fig. 1. Finally, we emphasize that the learning or training outcome of using an application is not only reflected by the quality of the application. Just as important is the way that the application has been integrated into the overall learning or training situation [108]. This is another research question that needs to be addressed by the research community.

7. Conclusions

Our purpose has not been to attack traditional research within the field of AI in medicine. Rather, we see a need for ongoing research within the discipline in order to move closer to the goal of practical success through efficient decision support for clinical use, and to obtain a better understanding of the complex process of medical diagnosis and problem solving. Research is also needed as a foundation for AIEd research within the medical disciplines. Nevertheless, we once again want to stress the argument that the health care system as a whole is better off by empowering the personnel to do a better job instead of giving them powerful tools that solve their complex problems. The promotion of this philosophy was supported by literature reporting on the relations between job attitude parameters and job performance parameters of health care workers. In summary, this literature shows that medical
personnel attain their potential when: they feel secure about what they are doing; they understand the situations they are dealing with; they are challenged with increased complexity in their work tasks; they can take part in the decision process, and; they learn from their own experiences. In other words: job satisfaction and self-esteem increase as knowledge, skills and job performance increase—and vice versa.

The idea of using computer-based applications as an aid in the education and training of medical personnel is not novel. As pointed out by the referenced literature, however, the approaches traditionally taken to implement these applications do not support the mechanisms needed to deal with individual differences and the complexity of medical problem solving and decision making. The literature calls for a strong foundation based in cognitive science and artificial intelligence in order to meet the needs of efficient computer-based medical education and training. Some of the concepts described in this paper pertain to: cognitive apprenticeship; situated learning; connecting theory to practice; building on prior knowledge experiences; self-reflection; adaptivity with respect to different users with different needs; dynamic assessment of these needs that change over time for each user; different learner models; complexity of problem solving, and; intelligent on-line advice-giving. By presenting successful projects from the AIEd community within other complex areas of human problem solving (SHERLOCK and RBT), we have shown the effectiveness of applications responding to these requirements. Links are then drawn to various medical fields through a presentation of on-going projects that have recognized the AI and Cognitive Science connection.

Throughout the paper we have touched on the work of at least three different research disciplines with common interests: AIM; AI in Education, and; traditional computer-based education within the medical disciplines. So far these disciplines have not been merged in a joint effort to benefit health care. Moreover, research in the individual disciplines also has the potential to benefit from closer co-operation, as exemplified through our previous discussion.

Finally, we feel that the proposal for more focus on AIME research is one of the grand challenges of Medical Education Research [23,42,74], Medical Informatics [95], AI in Medicine [26,61,93,105] and Computers in Medical Education [11,41,43]. It has the potential to provide solutions that: ‘address the need for more efficacy and relevance in medical education’ [23]; ‘significantly improve both the quality and the delivery of health care while decreasing its costs’ [95]; ‘can demonstrate a positive impact on health care’ [61], and; ‘it joins the forces of education and informatics’ [43]. By AIMing for AIME we also think that the old goal of practical success from AI in medicine finally can be fulfilled.
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